[Intercavitary electrical stimulation of the gastrointestinal tract and mucosa with a stand-alone electric stimulator in the treatment of patients in the physicochemical stage of gallbladder disease].
The use of the SAE for the GIT and MC has a stimulating effect on the processes of bile production and secretion for patients with the physical and chemical stage of the gallstone disease. Over a short period of time the SAE for the GIT and MC normalizes the biliary tract motor functions removing the dissynergism of the biliary tract sphincter organ and restoring the sphincter motor functions. The SAE for the GIT and MC has a positive effect on major factors of bile concentration and components ratio aimed at the reduction of lithogenicity and its colloid stability improvement. The intracavitary electrical stimulation with the SAE for the GIT and MC both as a monotherapy and one of the complex anti-relapse methods is an efficient and simple method and has no side effects or complications. Therefore, it may be recommended for the treatment of patients with the physical and chemical stage of the gallstone disease.